






The intricately designed Ashbee  
is a return to Brunswick’s heritage 
of inlaid tables dating to the 
1870s. Distinctive, hand-inlaid 
details grace the aprons and sills 
of this exquisite table, available  
in a rich Espresso finish. To 
complement the Ashbee, a 
matching wall rack with unique 
geometric inlays also is available. 

CUE RACK:TABLE SIZES:
8’ 9’

Ashbee™    Wall Rack 

Shown in Espresso
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 ASHBEE™
POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with 
Tassel

Shield

ASHBEE



From its luxurious finish to its 
distinctive legs and pockets, the 
Bridgeport is designed with true 
transitional spirit. It’s a harmonic 
blend of styles that can be adapted 
to an individual’s preference. 
Beauty and practicality are key 
aspects of the Bridgeport, and it’s 
built to meet the demands of an 
active household.

Chestnut

Espresso

Shown in Espresso

 BRIDGEPORT™ AVAILABLE FINISHES:

OPTIONS:

TABLE SIZE:
8’

BRIDGEPORT
Make your home a haven  
for family and friends

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Bridgeport.
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Shown in Espresso with optional drawers



Who says contemporary and comfortable 
have to be mutually exclusive? Our new 
Brixton table features clean lines and 
a sturdy yet streamlined design that 
showcases a unique “X” foundation 
— a contemporary look that’s nicely 
balanced with hammered metal details 
and an antiqued finish that highlights 
the table’s warm, natural patterns and 
rough-hewn texture. It’s a difference you 
can actually feel, with exceptional quality 
and playability you’re sure to appreciate. 

8’ 9’

CUE RACK:

 BRIXTON™

TABLE SIZES:
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BRIXTON
UNIQUE FEATURES:

• Sleek, Contemporary Design
• Hammered Metal Detail
• Unique Antiqued Finish

Shown in Beachwood

Brixton Wall Rack 



1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com

Enjoy the refinement of traditional 
styling. Available in a wide range 
of finishes, including popular Old 
World Cherry, two pocket options, 
and several transforming leg 
options, this table will blend with 
any home décor. An innovative, 
patented hidden ball storage  
area behind the foot-end apron  
is exclusive to the Camden lII.

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe with 
Tassel

Shield

Shown in Chestnut

 CAMDEN™ I I I

ADDITIONAL FINISHES:

8’

9’

LEG OPTIONS:

Queen AnneBall and Claw Ram’s Head

CAMDEN III

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Camden lII.
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Espresso

Old World Cherry

Available in Chestnut, 
Espresso and Old World Cherry 

Available in Chestnut and Espresso

Patented Hidden Ball Storage Box

UNIQUE FEATURE:TABLE SIZES:



The Exposition NoveltyTM  table was originally introduced in 1878. With its 
superb workmanship, exquisite and elaborate inlays, and elegantly carved 
legs, it represented the contrast between the decade’s sophisticated culture 
of innovation and the country’s untamed West. Accordingly, this stately and 
detailed table was the judge’s favorite of the age, winning gold medals in 
San Francisco and Cincinnati Expositions.

Brunswick Billiards has chosen to revive the Exposition Novelty in a limited 
edition of 25 tables to celebrate and honor its 165th anniversary. Each table 
includes a limited edition matching cue rack and cue. This table’s heritage 
design speaks to a bold era of art and culture in America and around the 
world. Its elegance finely represents how Brunswick has been connecting 
generations of billiard enthusiasts throughout its 165-year history. 

EXPOSITION NOVELTY
A marvel of artistic excellence
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Intricate veneer inlay 
patterns feature European 
Oak Burl, French Walnut 
Burl, Sycamore, Movingue, 
Ash Burl, and Darelian Birch.

UNIQUE FEATURES:

Drop pockets feature finely 
crafted loop and tassel 
fringe with stitched leather 
and brass detailing.

Beautifully grained Sapele 
wood rails feature diamond- 
shaped Asian Water Buffalo 
bone sights offering a 
distinctively original look.



EXPOSITION NOVELTY
LIMITED EDITION 
MATCHING CUE:

Beautifully crafted bird’s-eye maple 
cues feature inlay patterns that 
mirror the Exposition Novelty table’s 
stunningly traditional design. 

Only 165 of these exquisite cues  
were made and each cue is 
individually numbered. One cue  
is included with each Exposition 
Novelty package.

Features:

•  Predator’s® high performance 3142 
shaft and Everest® tip by Tiger®

•  Uni-Loc® Quick Release joint, 
the most precise one-turn joint  
on the market

• Genuine leather wrap

• 58” long

• 19 oz. 

•  Carrying case

LIMITED EDITION  
MATCHING CUE RACK:

This beautifully crafted, limited edition 
matching cue rack is included with  
the purchase of the Exposition Novelty.

TABLE SIZE:
9’
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Features beautiful inlay 
patterns and Brunswick 

Billiards’ 165 year 
anniversary logo Solid brass rosettes offer 

an elegant contrast to 
French Walnut burl veneer.

Extraordinary table legs 
constructed of solid White 
Oak are uniquely carved 
and feature delicate 
veneer inlay patterns. 

Special commemorative 
nameplate sits on Sapele 
wood rails. 

Table and cue rack feature a numbered,  
limited edition commemorative plaque.



The Centurion, a superb combination 
of streamlined styling and rigorous 
engineering standards, features 
attractive and sturdy pedestal-style 
legs, a leg stretcher, and foot 
levelers. This table is available  
in two finishes and three sizes. 
Gully return available. Our 
competition style Gold Crown  
wall rack is available in black  
and mahogany finishes.

Shown in Matte Black

 CENTURION™

CUE RACK:ADDITIONAL FINISH:TABLE SIZES:
8’ 9’
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Mahogany

Gold Crown™ Wall Rack
Shown in Mahogany

“ Brunswick’s quality and playability 
is timeless. Anytime I approach a 

Brunswick table, I know to expect
the same superior product
that billiard legends played 
on generations ago.”
    —  Ewa Mataya Laurance,

World Champion

* Eight-foot  size table available 
only in Matte Black.

Gully return available

*

CENTURION



1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com

Since 1961, the Brunswick  
Gold Crown has reigned as the 
industry’s best playing professional 
pool table. The Gold Crown 
V continues in this tradition 
featuring nickel corner castings, 
apron details, and a redesigned 
ball storage area, giving the  
Gold Crown V table a stronger, 
bolder appearance. Gully return 
available. A matching Gold Crown 
wall rack holds up to 12 cues. 

Matte Black

ADDITIONAL FINISH:

Gold Crown™ Wall Rack
Shown in Mahogany

Shown in Mahogany 

TOURNAMENT EDITION TABLE:

 GOLD CROWN® V

Features longer rails and tighter pockets 
engineered to strict World Pool-Billiard 
Association specifications. Table decals 
included. Available in a nine-foot mahogany 
version only.

Lower receiver box included  
with gully return only.

UNIQUE FEATURE:
9’

TABLE SIZE:

GOLD CROWN V
CUE RACK:
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A traditional table with modern  
sensibilities, the Glenwood is a  
graceful addition to any home. 
Plus, have it your own way with 
Brunswick’s most versatile model. 
This fully customizable table 
offers a wide variety of table  
finishes, leg styles, cloth and 
pocket styles. Design the perfect 
solid wood table for your home at 
an affordable price. The Glenwood 
has is all.

Shown in Two-tone  
Matte Black /Chestnut

 GLENWOOD™

GLENWOOD
TABLE SIZES / FINISH:

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe Shield

7’

8’

9’

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Glenwood.12

CENTENNIAL CLOTH OPTIONS:

Available in Chestnut and Espresso 

Available in all finishes

Available in Cherrry, Chestnut
and Espresso 

Brunswick Green™ Timberline Olive

Gun Metal Grey

McIntosh Cardinal Red Chocolate Brown

EbonyMidnight Blue

Merlot

Regatta Blue

Sahara

See page 35 for cloth details and CONTENDER Cloth options. 



Round

Queen AnneBall and Claw Ram’s Head

Tapered Talon

Chestnut 
(Shown with Tapered Leg, 

Fringe Pocket, and Merlot Cloth)
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Espresso 
(Shown with Queen Anne Leg, 
Shield Pocket, and Olive Cloth)

Chestnut* 
(Shown with Ram’s Head Leg, 
Shield Pocket, and Midnight 

Blue Cloth)

Traditional Cherry 
(Shown with Round Leg, Fringe 

Pocket, and Sahara Cloth)

FINISH OPTIONS:

LEG OPTIONS:

Two-tone Matte Black /Chestnut 
(Available only with Talon Leg. 
Shown with Ebony Cloth and 

Shield Pocket)

Old World Cherry 
 (Available only with Ball and 

Claw Leg. Shown with Fringe Pocket, 
and Gun Metal Grey Cloth)



The Isabella by Brunswick brings 
history, royalty, and high society  
to mind. Its exquisite design 
elements echo the period’s grand 
palaces and elaborate furniture 
incorporating exotic materials 
from around the world. Rare 
rosewood, Karelian birch, and 
blue lapis, recognized for its rarity 
and enduring beauty, are used 
extensively throughout to highlight 
the timeless beauty of this modern 
tour de force. 

CUE RACK:TABLE SIZE:
9’

 ISABELLA™

Blue Lapis Stone 
(Standard with every table  

and cue rack.)

Fossil Stone*

Yellow Stone*
Isabella™ Wall Rack

(Included with table purchase. 
Cue rack stone will match 
table’s stone selection.)

STONE OPTIONS:

UNIQUE FEATURES:

*Stone options available for an additional charge.14

ISABELLA



Old World craftsmanship meets 
velvet-smooth play, courtesy of our 
new Merrimack table. This classic 
design features hand-hammered 
metal hardware and distinctive artisan 
joinery — the ideal complement to a 
handsome, hand-rubbed antique finish 
that showcases the natural knots, grain 
and texture of the table’s rough-hewn 
wood. These rugged and rustic qualities 
provide a perfect contrast to the 
precision, stability and playability built 
into each table. It’s quality and style 
you can see, feel and enjoy — inside 
and out. 

8’ 9’

 MERRIMACK™

UNIQUE FEATURES:

TABLE SIZE:
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CUE RACK:

• Rustic Iron Hardware
• Artisan Joinery Throughout
• Unique Antiqued Finish

Shown in Nutmeg

Merrimack Wall Rack

MERRIMACK





There’s handsome, and then there’s the 
Newbury. This table offers incredible detail 
and custom features that make it a standout, 
whether you’re judging by how good it looks 
or how well it plays. From hammered metal 
accents and steer horn diamond-shaped sights 
to an antique distressed finish and herringbone 
patterns enhancing both apron and legs, the 
Newbury has what it takes to catch your eye 
and enhance your game. Whether you want to 
make a statement that says, “I know art” or  
“I know how to play,” let Newbury do the talking.

Newbury Wall Rack

NEWBURY™ UNIQUE FEATURES:

9’

TABLE SIZE: CUE RACK:
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• Custom Iron Hardware
• Hand-crafted Herringbone Detail
• Intricate Rail Sights

NEWBURY



Metro’s contemporary design, 
durability, craftsmanship, and 
precision make it a great choice for  
a billiard club or the home. Brushed 
aluminum accents enhance the  
look. Gully return available.  
Matching wall rack available,     
holds eight cues. 

8’ 9’

CUE RACK:

Metro™ Wall Rack

TOURNAMENT  
EDITION TABLE:

Black

 METRO™

Features longer rails and tighter  
pockets engineered to strict World  
Pool-Billiard Association specifications. 
Table decals included. Available in a 
nine-foot black version only.

TABLE SIZES:

METRO
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UNIQUE FEATURE:

Gully return available



Refined style meets rustic materials 
in the Park Falls—a unique table 
that’s in line with the trends, yet 
blends with a wide range of room 
settings. Hand-selected pine is 
given a distressed finish, so no  
two tables look exactly alike. Details 
include antique black metal diamond- 
shaped rail sights. Matching cue rack 
in antique pine is both a beautiful 
and functional accessory.

8’

Shown in Antique Pine

Park Falls™ Wall Rack

 PARK FALLS™

Antique Black Metal Sight

UNIQUE FEATURE:

PAR K FALLS
Excellence in design  
and workmanship

TABLE SIZE: CUE RACK:
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Beautifully arched legs and a 
unique silhouette turn the Treviso  
into a classic-contemporary work of 
art. But this dramatically different 
table is no museum piece to be 
admired simply for its design. It 
also exhibits Brunswick’s superior 
construction, quality craftsmanship, 
and exceptional playability. 

Shown in Espresso

 TREVISO™

TABLE SIZES:
8’

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Treviso.

Brunswick—
the market 
leader since 
1845

9’

TREVISO
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1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com

The latest in Brunswick’s high-end 
contemporary table line, the Verona 
will blend with and complement your 
décor without dominating the room. 
Tulipwood with a chestnut finish  
and striking details like its brushed 
nickel-finish stretchers and leg 
bottoms accent its overall beauty.  
A matching cue rack is available.

Shown in Chestnut

Verona™ Wall Rack

VERONA™

TABLE SIZES: CUE RACK:
8’ 9’

True to its 
heritage, 
Brunswick 
continues  
to lead the 
industry  
in product 
innovation

VERONA
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An elegant, solid wood table, 
the Westcott features two hidden 
storage drawers. Perfect for keeping 
everything organized, it is also  
great where space is limited.  
Made of select hardwoods, features 
ball and claw legs, fringe pockets,  
and is available in three finishes.

Shown in Chestnut

 WESTCOTT™

TABLE SIZES:
8’

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Westcott.

WESTCOTT
9’
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Two hidden storage drawers. One drawer is ready to hold up to five  
full-size cues and the other will hold all of your accessories including  

pocket balls, table brush, 8-ball and 9-ball racks, bridge, and shorty cue. 

UNIQUE FEATURE:

ADDITIONAL FINISHES:

Espresso Old World Cherry*“ We chose our Brunswick 
because of its excellent 
reputation and high 
quality. We would do  
so again in the future.”

      —  Arlene Burke, 
Hoffman Estates, IL      

* Old World Cherry available only in 8’ size.



The exquisite Windsor sets a new 
standard for tables of extraordinary 
beauty. Inspired by refined European 
designs, this table is gracefully 
adorned with hand-carved trestles 
and elegant mahogany inlays.  
A matching chestnut-finish cue 
rack is also available. 

CUE RACK:

TABLE SIZES:
8’ 9’

Windsor™ Wall Rack

Shown in Chestnut

 WINDSOR™

WINDSOR
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“ My pool table has been 
in our family for three 
generations. We love the 
table, and my two sons are 
the fourth generation of 
our family to be playing on it.”       

—  Bob Goldman,  
Massapequa, NY
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Beautiful tables offering heritage and craftsmanship.

SuperSpeed® cushion rubber—
patented industry standard for  
over 70 years. Provides exceptional 
accuracy and consistency every  
time you play.

Solid wood—premium materials to last for generations.

Dovetail cross supports*—utilizing Old World construction 
methods for superior modern-day performance.

Mother-of-pearl rail sights*—genuine cultivated pearl 
material offers a beautiful contrast to the rail wood finish.

Genuine leather pockets—strong and durable while aging 
beautifully over time.

*Applies to most Brunswick brand tables.

 Connecting Generations Through  
Superior Craftsmanship And Innovation Since 1845  

CONTENDER
®

 or BRUNSWICK?
Understanding the Differences

The perfect starter table.

Contender® cushion rubber—
unique Brunswick design for 
recreational play.

MDF/plywood/solid wood construction—durable and strong.

Nut and bolt assembly—quality fastening system for solid 
performance. 

Pearlized rail sights—made of wear- and fade-resistant 
composite resin.

Leather or man-made leather pockets—providing options 
for the price-conscious shopper.

CONTENDER
®

BRUNSWICK

RAIL CUSHION RUBBERRAIL CUSHION RUBBER



Brunswick CONTENDER
®

 tables 
fit your active lifestyle and are 
a great way to spend time with 
family and friends.

CONTENDER POOL TABLES



With its handsome styling and high 
performance features, the Acton is a 
versatile table that’s at home in any setting 
and ideal for any level of play. Ball and 
claw legs, solid hardwood rails, pearlized, 
diamond-shaped rail sights, and shield pockets 
help define its handsome appearance, while 
High Performance nut plates and Contender® 
cushion rubber will enhance any game. 
Available in a choice of chestnut or espresso 
finish, the Acton is a welcome addition 
to the family game room, a formal den or 
anywhere in between. 

8’

Shown in Chestnut

 ACTON™

TABLE SIZE:

ACTON
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ADDITIONAL FINISH:

Espresso

UNIQUE FEATURE:

Legendary heirloom-quality pool tables and furniture



A great addition to any home,  
the Allenton comes in traditional 
cherry or chestnut, with two leg 
options. Select the clean, strong 
lines of the veneered tapered  
legs or opt for the solid wood ball 
and claw leg. Solid wood rails, 
Brunswick-certified premium slate, 
and pearlized diamond-shaped 
sights enhance the experience.

Chestnut

TABLE SIZES:
7’ 8’

ALLENTONShown in Traditional Cherry
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CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

ALLENTON™

ADDITIONAL FINISH:

LEG OPTIONS:

Ball and Claw Tapered

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Allenton.



No compromises necessary when 
you choose the Bayfield table for 
your home billiard room. All the 
quality and details are there: wide, 
solid wood rails; leather shield 
pockets; and pearlized, diamond-
shaped rail sights. Baseframe, 
aprons, and tapered legs are built 
for durability with a matte black  
or chestnut veneer. 

Chestnut

TABLE SIZE:
8’

BAYFIELDShown in Matte Black

POCKET OPTIONS:

CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack

BAYFIELD™

Fringe Shield

ADDITIONAL FINISH:

Traditional™ Wall Rack

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Bayfield.
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1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com

Naturally dramatic, the Black  
Wolf table is in its element 
in contemporary homes, from 
casually chic to sleek and 
sophisticated. Durable pocket 
corners, round rail sights, and 
jet-black laminate provide perfect 
details. Built for a lifetime of 
enjoyment. Gully return available.

TABLE SIZES:
7’ 8’

Shown in Black

BLACK WOLF™

CUE RACK:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack

BLACK WOLF

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Black Wolf.

Brunswick—
the standard  
of superior 
craftsmanship

29

Gully return available

UNIQUE FEATURE:



The stately Conrad, with its  
strong, clean lines and tapered 
legs is perfect for either a parlor  
or a game room. The sturdy 
construction, solid wood rails,  
and contemporary chestnut 
finish complement the masculine 
proportion of this timeless table. 

TABLE SIZE:
8’

Shown in Chestnut

CONRAD™
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See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Conrad.

CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe Shield

CONRAD



A new twist on contemporary 
beauty, the richly grained exotic 
hardwood veneer waterfall aprons 
truly make a design statement. 
Durable black enclosed pockets 
and sturdy contoured legs will  
keep family and friends entertained 
for years to come. Available in  
pal dao and ebony finish. 

TABLE SIZES:
7’

Shown in Ebony

KINGSTON™

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Kingston.

CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

ADDITIONAL FINISH:
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Pal Dao

8’

State-of-the-art 
engineering

KINGSTON



The straight lines, simple design 
and heavy proportion of the Oakland 
table are trademark characteristics 
of the Arts & Crafts style of furniture 
originally popular during the 
1890s to 1910s. This distinct table 
features solid wood rails, leather 
pockets and a beautiful chestnut 
finish. 

Shown in Chestnut

  OAKLAND™
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8’

TABLE SIZE: CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Oakland.

POCKET OPTIONS:

Fringe Shield

OAKLAND



1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com

Contrary to popular belief, you can have it all 
— and the Sutton is a prime example. High 
performance nut plates and Contender® 
cushion rubber for enhanced performance and 
consistent play. Solid hardwood rails, aprons 
and legs that are both handsome and durable. 
Pearlized diamond sights, shield pockets 
and rich chestnut or espresso finishes 
for exceptional style and detail. The ideal 
combination of classic styling, precision 
craftsmanship and expert playability.

Shown in Espresso

 SUTTON™
ADDITIONAL FINISH:

TABLE SIZES:
8’7’
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SUTTON

Chestnut



With its classic profile, arched 
baseframe, carved corners, solid 
wood ball and claw legs, and  
man-made leather shield pockets, 
the Tremont is a perfect table for 
beginners and experienced players 
alike. Gather around for some family 
fun tonight! 

TREMONTShown in Chestnut

TREMONT™

8’

TABLE SIZE: CUE RACKS:

CONTENDER® Floor Rack Traditional™ Wall Rack

See page 52 for a variety  
of Brunswick cue racks to 
complement the Tremont.
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BILLIARD CLOTH
BRUNSWICK CENTENNIAL® CLOTH
•  100% luxurious Merino wool weave billiard cloth available  

in 12 colors to reflect your room’s individual style.

•  Centennial cloth does not pill or shed, maintaining  
a clean, sleek playing surface. 

•  Woolen billiard cloth available in 12 colors to reflect 
your room’s individual style.

•  A 2500 Ib. cylinder steams and presses the cloth  
to give it a harder finish ensuring little or no pilling 
and faster play.

•  All of the wool is bleached before dying to provide  
a cleaner and more vibrant colored product.

•  Exclusive shearing process provides the smoothest  
playing surface possible.

 DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protector* 
is incorporated into the cloth fibers, 
safeguarding the cloth and table from 
occasional spills and protecting your  
investment without affecting play.

*Teflon® is a registered trademark of DuPont 
used under license by Brunswick Billiards.

CONTENDER® SERIES WOOLEN CLOTH
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BRUNSWICK GREEN™ TIMBERLINE OLIVE

GUN METAL GREY

McINTOSH CARDINAL RED CHOCOLATE BROWN

EBONYMIDNIGHT BLUE

MERLOT

REGATTA BLUE

SAHARA

BRUNSWICK 
GREEN™

TIMBERLINE OLIVE

GUN 
METAL GREY

EBONYMIDNIGHT 
BLUE

REGATTA 
BLUE

MERLOT McINTOSH CARDINAL
RED

CHOCOLATE
BROWN

SAHARA



If you take your fun seriously, the Delray is ready 
and waiting for you to bring your best game. 
This shuffleboard table features a streamlined, 
contemporary design with matte black finish, 
handsome silver metallic textured laminate 
corners, and a 16” wide/1.5” thick play surface 
of yellow poplar (protected with polymer resin and 
a lifetime warranty). Four open shelves (under 
the cabinet at the center of the table) provide 
ample storage for the included accessories (four 
black pucks, four red pucks, stainless abacus 
scorer, table brush, and shuffleboard wax ) or 
any other item you’d like to keep handy. Like your 
shuffleboard championship trophies. Optional 
scorer and light set (set of two) available.

DELRAY
TABLE SIZES:

12’ 14’
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SHUFFLEBOARD



Family-friendly fun begins with this classic shuffleboard 
table. Available in 12- and 14-foot sizes with a 
contemporary chestnut finish, Andover offers a 16” 
wide/2.5” thick play surface, crafted of maple, finished 
with a polymer resin and protected by a lifetime 
warranty. With convenient storage shelves (found at the 
center leg) and accessories (including four black pucks, 
four red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, 
and shuffleboard wax), the Andover is a handsome 
and fun complement to any home game room. Optional 
scorer and light set (set of two) available.

Professionals and amateurs alike will enjoy the play 
of the Gunnison. Available in 14- and 16-foot sizes, 
the Gunnison provides a generous 20” wide/3” thick 
maple play surface that’s protected by a polymer resin 
(and a lifetime warranty). With six climate adjusters, 
leg levelers, and a full complement of accessories 
(including four black pucks, four red pucks, stainless 
abacus scorer, table brush, and shuffleboard wax) you 
will enjoy a lifetime of family fun. Optional scorer and 
light set (set of two) available.

TABLE SIZES:
12’ 14’

ANDOVER

GUNNISON

Shown in Chestnut

TABLE SIZES:
14’ 16’

Shown in Chestnut
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SCORER AND LIGHT SET
Optional scorer and   light set (set of two) available. 

SHUFFLEBOARD WAX
Designed to help maintain 

optimum playability, Brunswick’s 
shuffleboard wax allows you to 

have perfect control of your game. 



Complete your game room  
with a wide choice of home 
recreational games by  
Brunswick, including new  
choices and long-time  
favorites.

RECREATIONAL GAMES



WIND CHILL™

Add more fun to your game room with the Wind Chill 
Air Hockey®  table. Sleek contemporary styling on a 
sturdy pedestal base features dual abacus scorers 
and constant flow UL blower. Two mallets and four 
pucks included with each table kit. Available in 
seven-foot size. 
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V-FORCE®

The hottest look in Air Hockey ® since Brunswick 
invented the game more than 30 years ago,  
the V-Force table rocks with state-of-the-art 
electronic scoring and exceptional speed of  
play. Cool black mallets are easy to control  
for precise shots on goals. Durable aluminum 
rails with powder-coated metal corners 
accelerate the action. Two mallets and four 
pucks included with each table kit. 
Available in seven-foot size.

State-of-the-art Electronic Scoring

Abacus Scorers Pedestal Base

AIR HOCKEY
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KICKER™

•  CONTENDER®-exclusive sturdy cabinet with a 
matte black finish

•  Three-man goalie offers a wall of defense and 
incredibly fast play

•  Adjustable leg levelers make installation and  
leveling easy on uneven floors

•  Externally-attached cup holders secure refreshments  
away from the playing surface

•  Dual-side ball returns make ball retrieval easy and 
keeps the game fast

• 30” W x 56” L x 35” H

FOOSBALL

BAG TOSS

BAGSO FUN!™ BAG TOSS
Now you can entertain in true billiard style with 
Bagso Fun! Bag Toss. Perfect for parties, tailgating, 
picnics and even league play. Officially sized with 
built-in durability, this family game is easy to take  
on the road or play right in your rec room.

Includes:

•  Two boards (24” x 48” x 61⁄2”)

•  Eight bags (four black Eight Ball and four yellow  
Nine Ball)

•  One 30” distance regulator to set boards for  
casual play

•  For portability and storage — interlocking  
game boards (everything fits inside) and a  
 side carrying handle 



DARTBOARD CABINET
DARTBOARD CABINET
The Brunswick dartboard cabinet is a great addition 
to any game room and provides the best solution  
for keeping your game organized and your walls 
protected. Its cabinet doors feature double chalk 
scoreboards, magnetic catches, chalk groove  
and dart holders for storage. Features a cork 
backboard for steel-tip darts. Cabinet holds most 
steel- and soft-tip darts. Constructed of hardwood 
and hardwood veneers with antique bronze hinges  
and cabinet door knobs. Offered in chestnut  
and espresso finishes. Cabinet dimensions are  
37” x 301⁄4” x 71⁄4”. Dartboard and darts not included.

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Espresso Shown in Chestnut
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TABLE TENNIS
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SMASH 7.0
Our latest entry into the table tennis game is as powerful as its name. Smash 7.0 features classic 
black play surface, nets and nets clips, with a sturdy 25mm-thick playing field for every loop, flip and 
(of course) smash you make. A strong undercarriage ensures exceptional strength and stability, while 
the easy fold-up system makes moving and storage quick and convenient. Smash 7.0 is truly a force 
to be reckoned with, and the ideal table for any age and level of play.  
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TABLE TENNIS CONVERSION TOP
The friendly competition never ends with this durable, foam pad-backed table tennis conversion top. Featured in a stylish black finish with Brunswick brand 
it includes everything you needto become the next neighborhood champ, including paddles, balls and clip-on net. This game top from Brunswick will fit most 
eight-foot billiard tables.

Acton
Allenton
Artisan
Ashbee
Astoria
Barrington
Bayfield
Black Wolf
Briarwood
Bridgeport

Brixton
Camden
Centurion
Conrad
Cromwell
Danbury
Genesis 
Gibson
Glenwood
Highlander

Kendrick
Kingston
Marquette
Merrimack
Mission
Montebello
Oakland
Park Falls
Providence
Sheldon

Sorrento
Sutton
Tremont
Treviso
Verona
Westcott
Windsor

The Table Tennis Conversion Top fits the following 
eight-foot Brunswick and CONTENDER tables:
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SMASH 5.0
Our mid-range model features a handsome blue playing surface with matching net and net clips. 
With an 18mm-thick playing field for great stability and even greater shots, an undercarriage and 
caster system designed for strength and mobility, and fold-up capability for easy storage. 

SMASH 3.0
A brilliant green playing surface with matching net and net clips helps Smash 3.0 stand out, both 
in appearance and performance. Featuring a 16mm-thick playing field, sturdy undercarriage and 
casters, and fold-up capability for easy storage. 



GAME TABLE

BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL™ GAME 
TABLE AND CHAIRS
The charm and competitiveness of friendly  
card games of the past have been revived with 
Brunswick’s Centennial game tables. The 54” 
solid wood table features a man-made leather 
playing surface that resists spills, generous  
chip holders, and deep beverage holders  
with Brunswick coasters. Flipping the playing 
surface over reveals a dining top with beautiful 
inlays. A storage area underneath the table 
conveniently holds gaming accessories. Game 
table height measures 313⁄4”. The solid wood 
Centennial poker table chair reclines, swivels,  
and adjusts in height. Available in traditional 
cherry, chestnut, and espresso finishes.

Shown in Traditional Cherry

Shown in Espresso

Dining top inlay detail 
Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Chestnut
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A full line of Brunswick furniture  
and accessories complements  
our tables and creates warm, 
welcoming, comfortable spaces  
to share with family and friends.

FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
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BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL™ BAR
Features beautiful hand-inlays emblematic of 
turn-of-the-century design. Each classic cabinet is 
paired with its own distinctive inlaid wood veneer 
and inlaid ebony striping. Each bar features 
refrigerator cavity with removable shelving, two 
wine chillers, lockable cabinet with adjustable 
shelf, space for six bottles of wine, ceramic cutting 
board, glassware rack, dry sink, and 77” laminate 
bar top for carefree maintenance and durability. 
Overall dimensions are 77” W x 42” H x 34” D. 
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut and 
Espresso finishes with antique brass (shown) or 
brushed nickel footrail hardware. 

Shown in Chestnut

BARS

Shown in Espresso

     Shown in Traditional Cherry

Reverse Angle

Shown in Chestnut



BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL™ BACK BAR
The traditionally styled Centennial Back Bar is a 
nice complement to the Centennial Bar. Features 
include beveled mirror, wine glass rack, bottle 
storage, one large center drawer, and two small 
outside drawers. Overall dimensions are 58” W x 40” 
H x 10” D. Available in chestnut finish. Features the 
standard Brunswick wall mounting system.
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BACK BARS

MATCHING BAR STOOLS AVAILABLE ON PAGE 50

Centennial Bar Stool Heritage Bar Stool Heritage Wood Back Bar Stool Colonial Backless Bar Stool

Shown in Chestnut

Large center drawer, and 
two small outside drawers 
for convenient storage.



BRUNSWICK 
HERITAGE™ PUB TABLE
Features a 30” round table top with a solid wood pedestal and base and 
a 2” deep drawer perfect for storing Brunswick accessories. Table height  
measures 42”. Available in chestnut and espresso finishes.

Shown in Espresso

BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL™ PUB TABLE
Features a reversible flip top—one side offers a chess/checkers inlay and 
the other side an inlay similar to the Centennial™ Game Table. Beneath the 
play surface is a 21⁄2” deep storage area for all of your gaming accessories. 
Octagonal table top is 36” with a solid wood pedestal and base. Table 
height measures 421⁄2”. Chess and checker gaming pieces included. 
Available in chestnut and traditional cherry finishes.

Shown in Chestnut
Game table top shown  
in Traditional Cherry

Storage area shown 
in Chestnut

Storage area shown 
in Espresso

PUB TABLES
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Shown in Chestnut



CONTENDER 
COLONIAL™ BALL AND CLAW PUB TABLE
Add a touch of style and comfort to your game room with this exquisite, 
30” solid wood pub table. Table height measures 42”. Classic ball and claw 
legs and pedestal support a beautiful wood top with clean, sophisticated 
lines. Available in chestnut and two-tone matte black /chestnut finishes.

Shown in Two-Tone  
Matte Black /Chestnut Shown in Chestnut

CONTENDER 
COLONIAL™ HALF-ROUND 
PUB SHELF
A beautiful design that provides a convenient place to 
set down a drink or snack without taking up floor space. 
Measures 30” W x 15” D. Available in traditional cherry 
and chestnut veneer.

CONTENDER 
COLONIAL™ CORNER PUB SHELF
Add a touch of ingenuity to your game room with this 
space-saving corner shelf. Measures 18” D. Available  
in traditional cherry and chestnut veneer.

Shown in  
Traditional Cherry 

veneer

Shown in Chestnut veneer

PUB SHELVES
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1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com
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Shown in Espresso

BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL™ BAR STOOL
The traditional styling of this bar stool blends  
well with your favorite billiard table and furniture. 
Features include swivel mechanism that allows  
for easy side-to-side movement, seat height of  
311⁄4”, and antique brass (shown) and brushed nickel 
footplates. Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, 
and espresso finishes. Matches Centennial bar (see 
page 44). 

BAR STOOLS

BRUNSWICK 
HERITAGE™ BAR STOOLS
Two chair options designed to match your favorite bar,  
pub table, or billiard table:

Heritage Bar Stool—Rich and elegant looking, this bar 
stool offers unparalleled comfort.  

Heritage Wood Back Bar Stool—A traditionally styled 
bar stool, guaranteed to blend in any game room setting. 
Design also matches the Heritage Ball & Claw Poker Chair.  

Features a Trendler™ brand swivel mechanism and 
antique brass and brushed nickel (shown) footplates— 
you choose which one to use. Seat height measures 293⁄4”. 
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, and espresso 
finishes.

Heritage bar stool  
shown in Chestnut

Heritage wood back 
bar stool shown in 
Traditional Cherry

Heritage bar stool 
shown in Espresso

Shown in Chestnut

Shown in 
Traditional Cherry

Shown in 
Matte BlackShown in Chestnut

CONTENDER 
COLONIAL™ BACKLESS 
BAR STOOL
Designed to complement your pub table, bar, or billiard 
table. Constructed from solid wood with a seat that 
swivels. Antique brass and brushed nickel (shown) 
footplates are included to match your room’s decor—
you choose which one to use. Seat height measures 30”. 
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, and matte 
black finishes.



BRUNSWICK  
PLAYER’S CHAIR 
A beautiful reproduction of a Brunswick chair from 1923. 
Designed to complement all billiard rooms, the Player’s Chair 
adds class and elegance to any home. Includes hidden storage 
drawer. Seat height measures 263⁄4”. Offered in traditional 
cherry, chestnut, and  espresso finishes.

Shown in Espresso
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Shown in Chestnut

Shown in Traditional Cherry

CONTENDER  
PLAYER’S CHAIR 
Take a seat while your opponent tries to run the table. Featuring  
a plush seat and back, a drink coaster built into one arm and cue 
holder in the other, the CONTENDER Player’s Chair is the perfect 
place to wait your turn. You’ll sit high enough to see all the action 
with its 261⁄4” seat height. Offered in a beautiful chestnut finish.

PLAYER’S CHAIRS

Shown in Chestnut

Recessed drink coaster Notched cue holder



CUE R ACKS

BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL® WALL RACK
Shorter in height, this rack will fit into even 
more room settings—61” H x 35” W. Features 
the standard Brunswick wall mounting system. 
Available in traditional cherry, chestnut, and 
espresso finishes.

BRUNSWICK 
TRADITIONAL™ 
WALL RACK
Simple styling and clean lines. Holds  
up to eight cues or seven cues and a 
bridge stick. Available in aged russet,  
Old World cherry, traditional cherry,  
and chestnut finishes. 

CONTENDER® 
FLOOR RACK
The free-standing CONTENDER Floor Rack is 
the perfect solution for your billiard storage 
needs. Designed to hold up to eight cues, two 
ball racks, chalk, table brush, and additional 
accessories. Available in traditional cherry, 
chestnut, and matte black finishes.

Shown in Chestnut Shown in Espresso

Shown in Chestnut Shown in Matte Black

BRUNSWICK 
CENTENNIAL® FLOOR RACK
This free standing floor rack holds up to eight 
cues. Available in aged russet, Old World cherry, 
traditional cherry, chestnut, and espresso finishes. 

BRUNSWICK CENTENNIAL® 
CORNER CUE RACK
This unique space-saving corner cue rack holds  
up to eight cues. Available in chestnut and 
traditional cherry finishes. Free standing.

Shown in Chestnut

All three Centennial cue racks are designed to hold the contents of the Centennial™ 
Play Package including the bridge stick and shorty cue, a full set of billiard balls,  
8-ball rack, 9-ball rack, table brush, and chalk.
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Pool Table Cover in BrownPool Table Cover in Black

POOL TABLE COVER
Man-made leather with a 34” wide embossed Brunswick logo. 
Available in standard seven-, eight-, and nine-foot table size 
options. Custom sizes available through special order. Available 
in black and brown. Embossed detail of  

Brunswick logo in Brown
Embossed detail of  

Brunswick logo in Black
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POOL TABLE DINING TOP
Maximize your space and your home entertainment options by easily 
converting your Brunswick pool table into a generous buffet or elegant 
dining table. This traditionally styled, four-piece, wooden Dining Top  
is simple to install and suitable for most eight-foot pool tables. The 
Dining Top measures 106” x 60” and is available in chestnut finish.

The Dining Top fits the following eight-foot 
Brunswick and CONTENDER tables:

DINING TOP STORAGE BAG SET
Safely store your dining top sections when not in use, and guard  
them from scratches and blemishes. Made from durable 100% 
polyester denier, these bags feature a Velcro close top. Four bags  
are included, one for each section of the Dining Top.

Shown in Chestnut 

Dining Top Storage Bag

Acton 
Allenton
Artisan
Ashbee
Astoria
Barrington
Bayfield
Black Wolf

Briarwood
Bridgeport
Brixton
Camden
Centurion
Conrad
Cromwell 
Danbury

Genesis
Glenwood
Highlander
Kendrick
Kingston
Marquette
Mission
Oakland

Park Falls
Providence
Sheldon
Sorrento
Sutton
Tremont
Verona
Westcott

DINING TOP

TABLE COVER
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CUES
VELVET ® SERIES Cue Col lect ion
Sleek, smooth and easy. An advantage gained by winning. Both accurately define velvet — and both accurately describe the 
new VELVET SERIES Cue Collection by Brunswick Billiards. Featuring piloted joint two-piece construction, expertly weighted 
and balanced for smooth play and brilliant shots. By any definition, an exceptional series of cues.

AR1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple

AR2  |  North American Hard Rock Maple

SC1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple

SC2  |   North American Hard Rock Maple

JS1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

JS2  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Joint

JB1  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

JB2  |  North American Hard Rock Maple / North American Birdseye Maple / Stainless Steel Uni-Loc Joint

B R U N S W I C K  B I L L I A R D S

C U E  C O L L E C T I O N
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eCUES

BRUNSWICK Cues
Brunswick offers a range of cues for the billiards enthusiast. From the one-piece Tru-Balance™ cue to the top-quality Master Stroke™ cue, 
you are sure to find a cue to fit your needs. 

GOLD CROWN Cue Col lect ion
In celebration of the Gold Crown table’s 50th Anniversary in 2011, Brunswick Billiards created a special series 
of limited-edition cues. Three styles of cues are offered, the premier—Model GC5—is numbered 1 to 500. All are 
worthy of the Gold Crown heritage and feature cutting edge technology and a laser engraved Brunswick logo.

BRUNSWICK Junior  Cue
Help young beginners have fun and gain confidence while they learn the game. This unique, one-piece junior cue features an attached cue ball, 
so even first-timers can succeed. Perfectly scaled and built with the same high quality materials and craftsmanship as our standard cues.

GC1  |  Gold Crown Anniversary Cue

GC3  |  Gold Crown Anniversary Cue

GC5  |  Gold Crown Anniversary Cue

Master Stroke™ Cue

Centennial® Cue

Heritage® Cue

Tru-Balance™ Cue
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ACCESSOR IES

CENTENNIAL™ PLAY PACKAGE
Featuring our premium billiard accessories, this set includes everything you 
need to play the game. Contents include:

HERITAGE™ PLAY PACKAGE
The Heritage package includes: 

•  “Getting Started” 
instructional DVD

• Centennial® pocket balls
• Four Centennial® cues

• Two-piece short cue
• Two-piece bridge stick
• Brass bridge head
•  Big Break® rack

• Nine-ball rack 
• Table brush 
• Twelve pieces of chalk 
• Official BCA Rule Book

• Heritage® pocket balls
• Four Heritage® cues
• Two-piece short cue

• Two-piece bridge stick
• Brass bridge head
• Big Break® rack

• Table brush
• Twelve pieces of chalk
• Official BCA Rule Book

*Available with the Centennial Play Package.

* *
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ACCESSOR IES

CENTENNIAL® POCKET BALLS 
Premium Edition
Ground and polished for absolutely true and accurate roll. Constructed 
of 100% phenolic resin for uniform density. Centennial balls are 
ground and polished to radial tolerances of 0.001 of an inch. These 
balls represent the standard of excellence in the billiards industry.

HERITAGE® POCKET BALLS 
Heritage® pocket balls are designed for daily use. Made with high 
quality phenolic resin, Heritage balls are ground and polished to radial 
tolerances of 0.003 of an inch, for accurate, reliable performance. 

“GETTING STARTED” DVD
A Brunswick Billiards exclusive! This DVD, starring Hall 
of Fame member Ewa Mataya Laurance, is jam packed 
with exceptional information designed to get you 
started playing pool the right way. Includes information 
on the history of the game, caring for your billiard 
equipment and table, the fundamentals of how to play, 
game rules, practice drills, and trick shots.
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CONTENDER® PLAY PACKAGE
The CONTENDER package includes: 

•  Set of standard 

  billiard balls
•  Four 58” CONTENDER® 

two-piece cues
• Two-piece bridge stick

•  Bridge head
• Black plastic 
  8-ball rack

•  Plastic table brush
•  Twelve pieces of chalk
•  Official BCA Rule Book

1-800-336-8764          brunswickbilliards.com



Centennial
CENTENNIAL™ BILLIARD LIGHTS
Based on a table light commonly found in billiard rooms 
in the 1920s, these lights feature transitional design 
flair that can accentuate any room. Centennial lights 
are engineered to handle up to 100-watt bulbs and are 
UL and CSA-approved. Antique brass and brushed nickel 
lights are available with frosted white shades as well.

LIGHTS
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Antique Brass with Antique Brass Shades

Antique Brown with Frosted White Shades

Brushed Nickel with Brushed Nickel Shades

Brunswick—
165 years. 
Six generations. 
One company. 
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ROOM SIZE CHART
Seven-foot table: 3’6” x 7’ (Playing area: 38” x 76”)
13’ (A)  x  16’ (B)

Eight-foot table: 4’ x 8’ (Playing area: 44” x 88”)
13’6” (A)  x  17’ (B)

Nine-foot table: 4’6” x 9’ (Playing area: 50” x 100”)
14’ (A)  x  18’ (B)

MINIMUM SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Use the chart to determine the room size needed for a particular pool table and cue combination.

Visit brunswickbilliards.com for our interactive “Design Your Game Room” feature.

Brunswick Certified Slate
Demonstrating our enduring commitment to superior performance, 
Brunswick meets or exceeds all Billiard Congress of America slate 
specifications. Diamond honed and stringently tested, Brunswick  
slate is certified for quality and comes with a lifetime warranty.

Brunswick Lifetime Warranty
Every Brunswick table is a timeless tribute to excellence in design 
and workmanship. Proud to stand behind every product that carries 
the Brunswick name, Brunswick tables are guaranteed for a lifetime.
Please read all terms and conditions of the warranty. Brunswick reserves the right to 
change specifications without notice.

Different wood species offer unique texture and grain, as well as natural beauty. Minor variations in finish color may occur due to the natural characteristics of the wood. 
Photos may not be an accurate reflection of the product due to lighting conditions.

B

A
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